
Executive Assessment

Over 90 percent of all  
candidates use Executive 
Assessment Official Prep 

With a full calendar at the office and a busy lifestyle outside of 
work, pursuing an Executive or Professional MBA program is 
a big step, and how you prepare should fit your schedule and 
build on your work experience. 

The Executive Assessment, developed by The Graduate  
Management Admission Council, is designed to showcase 
your skills in a convenient, flexible way, and the suite of  
Executive Assessment Official Prep offers that same  
convenience and flexibility. 

While the Executive Assessment is designed to make  
extensive preparation unnecessary, practice enough so 
that you feel comfortable responding to each question  
in just a few minutes.

Take advantage of one or all of the Executive  
Assessment Official Prep materials available online at  
gmac.com/executive-assessment/prepare, featuring:

• Official Practice Assessments
Two full-length, adaptive assessments, leveraging the same
scoring algorithm as the real Executive Assessment.

• Official Practice Questions
300 practice questions with full answer explanations, in an
easy-to-use online format.

• Official Practice Integrated Reasoning (IR) Questions
50 practice IR questions with full answer explanations.

• Official Practice Bundle Plus
Official Practice Assessments and Official Practice Questions,
plus an additional 50 official Integrated Reasoning practice
questions in one, discounted bundle.

• Official Practice Bundle
Official Practice Questions and Official Practice
Assessments in one, discounted bundle.

Download your prep today! 
gmac.com/executive-assessment/prepare
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EXECUTIVE ASSESSMENT OFFICIAL PREP 

Gain the confidence you 
need to be successful on 
the Executive Assessment

The data-driven skills and real-world experience you’re bringing to a program speak for 
themselves. Put those skills to work throughout your journey, beginning with your  
preparation for the Executive Assessment. 
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